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In this paper, authors develop a probabilistic model of chronological errors in layer-counted climate proxies applied to annually-banded coral archives. In order to improve chronology of proxy records and thus to help to reconstruct environmental conditions, they propose a sophisticated method allowing age uncertainty to be estimated and optimized. I am not expert in probability, however I am familiar with coral calcification processes and growth rates, which are the major factors related to chronology.

Indeed, sampling dedicated to paleoclimatic studies is generally conducted along the main growth axis and thus, chronology lies on the estimation of extension rate shown by Porites (coral species most often analyzed) during the time, which varies following several factors, among them temperature. There is another growth mode: the infilling of the porous material resulting of the primary framework building. The combination of the two growth rates determines the density fluctuations reflected on X-ray pictures (Lough & Barnes, 2000). Several evidences drove me to assume that the two growth rates correspond to independent mechanisms (Juillet-Leclerc & Reynaud, 2010 and a paper accepted by GCA). Anyway, chronology is only linked to linear extension, in contrast to density. Time scale derived from linear extension is totally biologically mediated. Therefore, it is highly variable leading to high fluctuations of age uncertainty and geochemical tracer records. The same event may be reflected by different growth and proxy signal patterns following the coral genus, different colonies of the same genus, different sampling transects performed on a single coral head, due to various physiological behaviors. References are abundant in the literature (among them, Wellington et al., 1996; Leder et al., 1996; Linsley et al., 1999; Stephans et al., 2004; Maier et al., 2004.....). The effect due to chronological errors is thus not the main cause of loss of coherency among records, high individual variability is an inherent feature of coral archives even on a small oceanic area. However, the coherency shown by multi proxy signals measured on a single sample (Juillet-Leclerc et al, 2006), thus following identical chronology, could be used to strengthen a timing model. In this context, questions raised by the need to establish a reliable chronology of coral records cannot be only solved by probability. Although de Ridder (2004) method was not based on probability but on the strong periodicity shown by proxies strongly affected by seasonality, I am surprised that these investigations are never mentioned.

Variability between interannual and multidecadal scales highlighted in the manuscript could be due to the proxy itself and not to age perturbation. For instance, it is assumed but not mentioned that δ18O is linear during the time. However, Crowley et al. (1999) stressed possible mismatch between inter and intra annual time scales. But this paper remained totally ignored by the paleo-climatologist community.
Following the relationship (6) the oxygen isotopic ratio is depending on SST and SSS during the time, SSS being regionally determined versus seawater δ18O. The latter dependence may vary during the time (Delcroix et al., 2011) due to oceanic advection. In addition, the high variability already described is not taken into account, making the forward model poorly realistic.
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